I’m Anjith Sasindran

+91 (956) 750-5567

Android Engineer | Open source enthusiast | I like keyboards
www.anjithsasindran.in | www.github.com/captswag | iamanjithsasindran@gmail.com
I’m a self taught programmer. I love contributing to open source (among 0.91% top java/android
developers in India), writing about technology, answering questions on StackOverflow (among top 4%
this year) & tinkering around with latest gadgets. I am also among top 3% fastest typists in the world.

WORK EXPERIENCE
Android Engineer @BookMyShow - Bangalore
Apr 2016 - Present

→ Rewrote the entire android application for DIY platform from scratch
→ Implemented new features like data caching, background sync, bulk notifications etc
→ Wrote front-end code in React for DIY platform
→ Selected in top 10 among 250 participants for a hackathon at BMS (Wrote Amazon Alexa skill)
Software Engineer @Chiri - Kerala
Jan 2016 - Mar 2016

→ Was in charge of development, designing and product management
→ Brainstormed new ideas, planned monetization strategies
Android Engineer @Dazo - Bangalore
Jun 2015 - Dec 2015

→ Found critical bugs which causes performance issues on dazo delivery and consumer apps
→ Rewrote critical parts of delivery app, and later started working on consumer app

SIDE PROJECT
Cine
→ Movie discovery and recommendation app with easy access to favorites and watchlist
→ Brainstormed ideas, implemented features from IMDB and Netflix
→ Developed StarView, open source android library which is used inside Cine
capt.swag
→ Owner of blog, I write about technology & give walkthrough of my open source projects
→ Built using Jekyll, hosted in Amazon S3 & routed to domain using Route53

EDUCATION
B-Tech in Computer Science, Kannur University - Kerala (2015)
→ Wrote RemindMe which is a to-do list application for android wear
→ Wrote several other projects, two android apps (uploaded to play store) and a portfolio website
→ Made significant contributions to Olam (Has 5,00,000 downloads with an average of 4.3 rating)

TECHNICAL SKILLS
Java, Android, Git (strong) | React, Javascript, HTML , CSS, VS Code AWS, Python (knowledgeable)

